Count & Compare

Count how many of each are in the museum:

- **Claws**
  - *Hint: Geology gallery*

- **Volcanic rocks**
  - *Hint: Geology gallery*

- **Ears of corn**
  - *Hint: Archaeology gallery & Native Peoples*

- **Potsherds (broken pottery)**
  - *Hint: Archaeology & Babbitt*

- **Gourds**
  - *Hint: Archaeology & Native Peoples*

- **Ants crawling on the wall**
  - *Hint: Discovery Room*

**Find the:**

- **Biggest bone**
  - *Hint: Geology gallery*
  - (How tall is the bone compared to you?)

- **Lightest rock**
  - *Hint: Geology gallery*
  - (Why do you think it weighs so little?)

- **Smallest pot**
  - *Hint: Babbit gallery*
  - (Can you find a big pot that matches the small one?)
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